In this paper we consider calculation of two-centre exchange integrals over Slater-type orbitals (STOs). We apply the Neumann expansion of the Coulomb interaction potential and consider calculation of all basic quantities which appear in the resulting expression. Analytical closed-form equations for all auxiliary quantities have already been known but they suffer from large digital erosion when some of the parameters are large or small. We derive two differential equations which are obeyed by the most difficult basic integrals. Taking them as a starting point, useful series expansions for small parameter values or asymptotic expansions for large parameter values are systematically derived. The resulting novel expansions replace the corresponding analytical expressions when the latter introduce significant cancellations. Additionally, we reconsider numerical integration of some necessary quantities and present a new way to calculate the integrand with a controlled precision. All proposed methods are combined to lead to a general, stable algorithm. We perform extensive numerical tests of the introduced expressions to verify their validity and usefulness. Advances reported here provide methodology to compute two-electron exchange integrals over STOs for a broad range of the nonlinear parameters and large angular momenta.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the first paper of the series [1] (denoted shortly Paper I further in the text), we have discussed calculation of the two-electron Coulomb and hybrid integrals over Slater-type orbitals (STOs). The remaining obstacle in the calculations for the diatomic molecules is an accurate determination of the exchange integrals. These quantities are widely considered to be the most difficult among the two-centre integrals. There exists a broad literature on this topic with several seminal works written in 50' and 60' or even earlier. In this introduction let us mention shortly the available methods for the calculation of the exchange integrals, concentrating solely on the Neumann expansion method which has probably the biggest potential of being successful for our purposes.
The first comprehensive scheme utilising the Neumann expansion approach was given by Ruedenberg and coworkers who rewritten the expressions in terms of the charge distributions on both centres [2, 3] and used a simple one-dimensional numerical quadrature [4, 5] to avoid analytic integration. A complete recursive scheme which enabled analytical calculation of all auxiliary quantities along with tabulation of some integrals was given in the book of Kotani [6] . Short thereafter, Harris [7] introduced significant simplifications in the calculation of some basic integrals by invoking the theory of spherical Bessel functions. Methodology based on the Neumann expansion was then progressively refined by many authors. Some changes were introduced which were aimed at improving the efficiency or accuracy of the algorithms * e-mail: lesiuk@tiger.chem.uw.edu.pl and making the final expressions more transparent and general [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Importantly, Maslen and Trefry [13] derived explicit analytical expressions for all basic quantities appearing in the Neumann expansion by using the hypergeometric function approach. More or less at the same time the limitations of the available expressions were recognised and a new recursive scheme was proposed by Fernández Rico and co-workers [14] . More recently, Harris pursued the approach of Maslen and Trefry based on the analytical expressions, introduced considerable simplifications and several new expressions which allow more stable calculations of several auxiliary quantities [15] . In this paper we recall some of the works cited above to illuminate the differences and the advantages of the derived expressions compared to those available in the literature.
The paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the notation and present all basic quantities that need to be calculated. In Sec. III we present analytic expressions available in the literature. We put special emphasis on their numerical stability and other practical issues. In Sec. IV we derive a differential equation which is obeyed by the first important function family L µ . By using it, we introduce two new methods of calculations for large or small values of the parameters and discuss a general method of evaluation which is a combination of three analytical methods. Once the problem of the L µ functions is solved, in Sec. V we move to the calculation of the most important quantities W µ . We present derivation of the differential equation obeyed by these functions. Next, new methods for calculation of W µ are introduced. In Sec. VI we introduce a seminumerical method for calculation of the W µ functions. We also discuss a general algorithm for calculation of W µ which is a combination of several known methods. Finally, in Sec. VII we conclude our paper.
In the paper we rely on the known special functions to simplify the derivations and the final formulae. Our convention for all special functions appearing below is the same as in Ref. [16] .
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we consider calculation of two-centre exchange integrals in the form
where r 12 denotes the interelectron distance. For details of the notation see Preliminaries section in Paper I. The Neumann expansion of 1/r 12 is defined by the following formula [2] 
where ξ < = min(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ) and ξ > = max(ξ 1 , ξ 2 ), and other quantities were defined in Paper I. By inserting the above expression into Eq. (1), making use of Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) in Paper I, and carrying out the integration over the angles φ 1 and φ 2 one arrives at the formula 
where δ ij is the Kronecker delta, K ab were defined in Paper I, and σ = |M 1 | = |M 2 | is restricted to the regime σ ≥ 0. In the above equation a number of new quantities was introduced. We follow the notation advocated by Harris [15] and others for η integration: 
and for ξ integration: 
The series in Eq. (3) is, in general, infinite. However, it is convergent for all physically acceptable values of the nonlinear parameters, namely α 1 ≥ 0, α 2 ≥ 0, |β 1 | ≤ α 1 , |β 2 | ≤ α 2 . The rate of convergence depends critically on the values of β. The smaller the |β| are, the faster the ellipsoidal expansion converges. In fact, in the limit of β 1 = 0 or β 2 = 0 it becomes finite by the virtue of i σ µ (q, β) integrals which we discuss further. Convergence of the Neumann expansion has been studied by several authors and there is a general agreement that at most several tens of terms are sufficient to converge all non-negligible integrals to the prescribed accuracy [8, 11] . The "divergence" of the Neumann expansion reported by other authors [17] is only apparent and results solely from the inaccuracies in calculation of the individual terms.
Let us not discuss the calculation of the i σ µ (q, β) functions, Eq. (4), which arise from the integration over η 1 and η 2 in Eq. (3). Efficient and accurate recursive formulae that allow their calculation have been known since the 1960 paper of Harris [7] . These expressions were progressively refined by many authors [10, 11, 13, 15] . Therefore, we refer to these papers for methods of computation of i σ µ (q, β) and consider this problem as entirely solved for the present purposes.
III. CLOSED-FORM ANALYTICAL FORMULAE FOR THE ξ1, ξ2 INTEGRATION
The problem of integration over ξ 1 and ξ 2 i.e. accurate calculation of W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions defined in Eq. (5) is the most important problem in practical utilisation of the ellipsoidal expansion. As mentioned in Introduction, explicit analytical expressions for these functions were derived by Maslen and Trefry [13] . In this subsection let us recall their formulae and introduce a number of new quantities.
Two new important auxiliary functions need to be defined:
and
The following recursion formula was presented by Harris [7] and results from the connections of k σ µ (p, α) with the modified spherical Bessel functions:
This recurrence requires two starting values:
−α /α and it is stable for all relevant values of α since all terms on r.h.s always have the same sign. Expressions that can be used to build k σ µ (p, α) with nonzero values of p and σ are derived by inserting appropriate recursion formulae for the Legendre functions [16] . The working formulae read
and are also completely stable for all acceptable values of α. Calculation of L σ µ (p, α) is much more troublesome. The analytical formula was presented by Maslen and Trefry: [13] 
where !! denotes the double factorial function. The coefficients A µσ s vanish unless µ + σ − s is even, and B µσ s are nonzero if and only if µ + σ − s is odd. The quantities A n (α) are well-known [18, 19] and were defined in Paper I.
The remaining necessary formula for L 0 0 (p, α) can be obtained by direct integration. The result reads (note the sign error in the original formula [13] ):
where E 1 is the generalised exponential integral function [16] , γ E is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and L pr are numerical coefficients given in the simplified form by Harris [15] :
Once the integrals L σ µ (p, α) are calculated the final formula for w σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ), presented by Maslen and Trefry [13] and simplified considerably by Harris [15] , is as follows:
Since closed-form analytical formulae exist for all basic quantities involved in the calculation of the integrals, it seems that the problem is solved. This is true, however, only in an arbitrary arithmetic precision environment such as Mathematica [20] . Unfortunately, this kind of environment is too slow to support large scale calculations in the basis sets close to the saturation. For practical purposes, we require a theory that allows calculations in a numerically stable way, presumably in the double or at most quadruple arithmetic precision, for a large range of parameter values and high angular momenta.
Reasons for the observed numerical instabilities were partially recognised by Maslen and Trefry [13] and analysed in details by Harris [15] . The latter paper should be consulted for a more elaborate study of the numerical instabilities. We give only a superficial overview of the problem.
Two the most important working formulae, Eqs. (12) and (17) , are both numerically badly conditioned. Equation (12) is unstable for small values of α when µ and/or p are moderate or large. This happens due to large cancellation occurring between the first and the second term, which are both large, nearly equal and of opposite signs. Our numerical tests have shown that this formula provides a sufficient level of accuracy for all practically required µ, p and σ only if α ≥ 3. This agrees more or less with the conclusion of Maslen and Trefry. Unfortunately, typical basis sets give rise to the integrals which require α to be considerably smaller than that. Therefore, Eq. (12) alone is not sufficient to calculate all necessary integrals with a controlled precision. Thus, a different method has to be devised for the small α regime.
A similar situation is encountered in Eq. (17) . The cancellation occurs between two terms in the second square bracket when the value of α 2 is small. However, when accurate values of L σ µ (p, α) are provided at start, good accuracy is retained for all reasonable values of α 1 , if only α 2 is moderate or large. Of course, instabilities become increasingly severe for higher values of µ, p 2 and σ. Similarly as in the previous case, the value of α 2 need to be large enough to make Eq. (17) Other quantities entering Eq. (3) do not pose significant numerical difficulties during evaluation by using closed-form expressions. Similarly, rather a minor loss of digits is observed during summation of the Neumann expansion or post-processing of the resulting integrals. Therefore, instabilities connected with Eqs. (12) and (17) are the main obstacles to accurate calculation of two-centre two-electron exchange integrals over Slatertype orbitals by using the ellipsoidal expansion.
IV. CALCULATION OF THE
Before presenting the working formulae let us recall two simple recursions which allow to simplify the problem considerably. Both of them were recognised in the early works [2, 3] and result directly from the properties of the Legendre functions and the integral representation (7). They are as follows:
The first of the above equations is completely stable when used as it stands i.e. in the direction of increasing p. Conversely, it is very unstable when used to increase µ at the cost of p. The only disadvantage of this formula is that one has to build L 0 µ (0, α) with much higher µ than normally needed in order to produce the required L 0 µ (p, α) integrals up to a given p max . Considering Eq. (19) , it can be used to build the final integrals L σ µ (p, α) starting from the integrals with σ = 0. Most importantly, this recursion is also numerically stable for all relevant values of α when used for this purpose. To sum up, Eqs. (18) and (19) allow us to build L σ µ (p, α) integrals very accurately, if only sufficiently correct values of L 0 µ (0, α) are provided. Obviously, since now we require very large values of µ (µ = 50 is not an overestimation), Eq. (12) cannot be used for that purpose for small values of α.
Before passing further, let us introduce an abbreviation L µ (α) := L 0 µ (0, α) which allows to make our equations more compact and transparent.
A. Recursive calculation of the Lµ(α) functions Let us first note that Eqs. (12) and (15) are not perfectly suitable for a numerical evaluation. Despite their apparent simplicity, they introduce a number of auxiliary quantities which require a separate calculation. The optimal strategy is to utilise a recursive formula that connects the values of L 0 µ (0, α) with different µ, since all integrals up to a given µ max are used to evaluate a bunch of the two-electron integrals. The required formula was obtained by Harris [15] 
Unfortunately, this formula is not free from the numerical instabilities. The upward recursion is hopelessly unstable and probably useless. The downward recursion is also unstable, but in a more gentle and subtle way. As observed by Harris, the instabilities in the downward recursion arise only from contamination of the initial values by a multiple of the solution to the complementary recurrence problem i.e. formula (20) with the right hand side neglected. Solutions of the complementary recurrence problem are (−1) µ i µ (α) and (−1) µ k µ (α), multiplied by an α-dependent factor. The latter solution vanishes quickly and does not contaminate the final values. Threfore, the former is responsible for the numerical instabilities. As a result, the following algorithm can be proposed (downward recursion with adjustment): , wherē L µ (α) denotes the results of the downward recurrence,
In the last step of the algorithm the error resulting from the contamination is eliminated. This is, in fact, a special case of the back substitution known from the Olver algorithm [21, 22] . There are two major difficulties connected with the above procedure. Firstly, one requires accurate values of L µmax (α) and L µmax−1 (α) to be provided at start. Secondly, the downward recursion has to be restarted occasionally with "fresh" values of L µ (α), somewhere in the middle of the recursive process to keep the value of F reasonably small. The second problem can be solved in a brute-force fashion. In our implementation the downward recursion is restarted after each ten steps. For instance, when µ max = 30 is required, the restarts occur at µ = 20 and µ = 10.
Much more troublesome problem is the calculation of the initial values, L µmax (α) and L µmax−1 (α), for a given µ max . We believe that the idea of Harris was to calculate those values from the explicit expressions by using an extended arithmetic precision. However, this requires an arbitrary precision package to be available and can be very time consuming, especially when a large number of restarts is required. We propose a different approach which is closely related to the methods of computation of the Boys function [23] in the Gaussian integral theories [24] . Namely, for all required µ we created a look-up tables which contain the values of the function L µ (α) and its several derivatives with respect to α, calculated on a properly suited grid. The grid spans over the interval α ∈ [0, 100] with the step 0.01. We tabulated the data for L µ (α) with µ = 10, 20, ..., 100, which is sufficient for the practical purposes. Once the described look-up tables are created, the calculation of L µ (α) goes as follows. At input, the desired value of α is provided. If this value hits exactly one of the grid points then the final value of L µ (α) is immediately returned. If not, the closest grid point is found and the values of L µ (α) and its several derivatives at this point are read from the look-up tables. Then, the Taylor expansion around the chosen grid point is performed which allows to compute the value of L µ (α) for the desired α. Even a better performance of this approach can be reached if an expansion in the Chebyshev polynomials [16] is used instead of the ordinary Taylor series. However, our tests showed that the gain is fairly minor for this specific problem.
It is obvious that the method based on the look-up tables is stable and inexpensive. However, two usual problems are connected with this approach. Firstly, the Taylor expansion tends to break down once α is close to zero. Secondly, only a finite look-up tables can be stored, so that calculations are supported only up to some large value of α. In the following subsections, we shall present two methods which are perfectly suitable for calculations of L µ (α) in either small or large α regime.
B. The differential equation for the Lµ(α) functions
In this subsection we present a different approach to calculation of the L σ µ (p, α) functions. Most of the working formulae available in the literature were derived starting from the integral representation, Eq. (7). We propose another line of attack, to derive a differential equation with respect to α which is obeyed by these integrals. The obtained differential equation is then solved by using properly tailored series expansions, substituting available analytical expressions in the regions where they lose numerical stability.
The derivation of the differential equation for L µ (α) starts with the well-known expression:
where Q µ are the Legendre functions of the second kind. By multiplying the above expression by e −αξ and integrating over ξ on the interval [1, +∞] one obtains:
The first two integrals need now to be integrated by parts twice in order to get rid of the derivatives of the Legendre functions. The results are:
By inserting the above expressions into the initial equation (21) we see that the third integral is cancelled out. Additionally, it follows trivially from the defini-
. By making proper rearrangements one obtains readily
To calculate the limits in the above expression we have to recall the following series expansion of the Legendre functions of the second kind around the point ξ = 1 + :
where ψ(z) is the digamma function [16] , so that the above limits evaluate to
Therefore, the final form of the differential equation is disarmingly simple:
We believe that the differential equation (28) has not been known to the previous investigators. It is not obvious at first glance, however, if it can be used in practice. The next two subsections of this paper are devoted to the derivation of the solutions of this differential equation which are applicable either in small or large α regimes. Especially the small α region is of primary importance since it is the regime where both the analytical expression, Eq. (12) Considering the differential equation (28) it is trivial to conclude that the general solution can be written as:
where
are the solutions of the homogeneous problem, modified spherical Bessel functions. The constants C (i) µ , i = 1, 2, depend solely on µ and can be fixed thereafter by imposing proper initial conditions. The main problem lies then in the determination of the particular solution L µ (α). Since in this subsection we are interested only in providing a new method applicable in the small α regime, our guess for the particular solution is
where the subscript k = µ(+2) denotes that the summation over k starts at µ and runs with the step of 2.
In other words, we assume further that d
,... are zero. The above formula is not intuitive and should to some extent be reasoned. The presence of the logarithmic terms is necessary by the virtue of the formula (12) (note the zero limit). The summation range in the second term is chosen ad hoc to give the simplest possible starting point that we are aware of. We could guess blindly that the second summation starts from zero and runs with the unit step. However, this shall make the derivation much more tedious without changing the final conclusion.
By inserting the above formula into the differential equation (28) and grouping the same powers of α together one obtains expression for the terms proportional to log(2α):
which leads to a well-defined recursion relation
with d µ µ being arbitrary for a moment. Powers of α which are not multiplied by the logarithmic terms split naturally into two groups, giving rise to the second and the third expression: (33) and (34) can be solved to give the following recursion relations:
for k ≤ µ − 1, and
for k ≥ µ + 1. The value of d µ µ is fixed by the relation:
Therefore, all coefficients appearing in the expression (30) are fixed by proper recursion relations apart from one remaining coefficient c µ µ which can be fixed arbitrarily. The choice of this coefficient is purely conventional since it works in a tandem with the constants C µ . The equations presented here are rather simple, linear recursions which can be implemented efficiently. It is also easy to verify, even numerically, that no loss of digits is observed when these recursions are carried out. The only complication is that one can get lost in the order in which the recursions need to be performed. To address this problem, let us present a sketch of the algorithm that allows calculation of L µ (α) for a given µ and α: µ type singularities in the limit of small α. Since L µ (α) cannot be contaminated by these kind of singularities, the constant C (2) µ must be fixed to zero for every µ. The remaining problem is to give an analytical expression for the constants C (1) µ . The derivation flows without difficulties but it is rather tedious. Therefore, it has been moved to Supplemental Material of this paper [25] . Obviously, it is easy to predict in advance how large values of µ are necessary in practice. Therefore, the values of C (1) µ can be included in a production program as a simple look-up table. This helps to minimise the cost of the corresponding calculations.
We have to note that an alternative approach to the calculation of L σ µ (p, α) functions for small α exists. It was presented by Maslen and Trefry and significantly reformulated by Harris. Their working formula reads:
and T (i, j) stands for the summation ∞ k=0 1/(2k + i)(2k + j). The above expressions need to be strictly equivalent to the new method presented by us. Therefore, the only difference between the method of Harris and ours lies in the computational costs. The former requires calculations of the coefficients M µσ t (p) which are rather complicated, four-index quantities. Since it is not known in advance what is the biggest value of t required, it becomes risky to tabulate these coefficients. Production of the corresponding look-up table is cumbersome anyway. On the other hand, no recursive formulae that connect M µσ t (p) with different values of the parameters are known. Our method consists only of carrying out several simple linear recursions. Moreover, it is not necessary to evaluate any special functions such as E 1 . To sum up, we found that our method is at least one order of magnitude faster for typical values of µ. Taking into consideration that both methods perform similarly when it comes to the accuracy, we recommend to use our method throughout.
To verify the validity of the new method we have benchmarked it against the results of calculations using the closed-form expressions. In order to obtain the reference values, we used the extended arithmetic precision provided by the Mathematica package. Results of the representative calculations are shown in Table I . We see that in the region α ≤ 1 our method behaves excellently. Additionally, one can verify that the closed-form formula, Eq. (12), fails to provide accurate values for small α. With our new method it is probably even possible to get accurate results for somewhat bigger values of α, at cost of including some extra terms in Eq. (30). However, above α = 1 the recursive method (Subsection IV A) kicks in and it is favoured in this regime.
Finally, let us mention that the equations presented here are also valid for µ = 0. The main working equations (32) and (36) 35) is of no use for µ = 0. Additionally, to match the convention adopted in Supplemental Material [25] , as the solutions of the homogeneous differential equation one picks up sinh(α)/α and cosh(α)/α. The latter solution can then be neglected due to strong singularity at the origin. As presented in Table I , numerical stability of the method for µ = 0 is also very good.
D. Calculation of the Lµ(α) functions for large values of α
Applications of the differential equation (28) are not limited to the small α expansion method presented in the previous subsection. As the next offspring of Eq. (28) we shall present the large α asymptotic expansion of the L 0 µ (µ, α) functions. As before, this expansion provides the starting values for the recursive relations (18) and (19) . To the best of our knowledge, no large α asymptotic expansion of L 0 µ (µ, α) has been given in the previous works. It is because it is rather difficult to derive this expansion having only the integral representation (7) at hand.
One may ask what is the point of deriving the large α asymptotic expansion of L 0 µ (µ, α) whereas the analytical formula (12) is perfectly stable in this regime. Indeed, the larger the value of α, the more numerically stable Eq. (12) becomes. Therefore, it seems to be an unnecessary redundancy to introduce an additional formula devoted specifically to the large α regime. This redundancy is only apparent, though. As one shall see shortly, the final asymptotic formula is very simple. It can be implemented highly efficiently and the calculation times are superior to the code based on Eq. (12) .
In analogy with the previous subsection, the general solution of the differential equation (28) is given by the expression:
are new constants which we fix thereafter by using the initial conditions, and L ∞ µ (α) is a particular solution. Since we are now interested in the large α regime, the latter takes the form
Derivation of the recursion formulae obeyed by the coefficients a µ k and b µ k is done in the standard fashion. The actual derivation is rather tedious and technical, so that we present only the final formulae:
for k ≥ 1, with an additional requirement b 
for k ≥ µ + 2. In practice, the coefficients a 41) and break off the first summation at k max .
The last issue is to determine the values of the constants D
µ and D (2) µ . The reasoning for fixing the first coefficient follows the same line as in the previous subsection. One sees from the integral representation (7) that L µ (α) vanishes as α tends to infinity because the integrand in Eq. (7) dies off at the exponential rate. On the other hand, the function i µ (α) diverges as α tends to infinity. Therefore, the constant D (1) µ must be equal to zero for every µ. It is more difficult to fix the value of the second constant, D (2) µ . As before, the corresponding derivation is included in Supplemental Material [25] .
Let us now summarise the advances reported in the present section. The most important result is the differential equation for the L µ (α) functions, Eq. (28). It has allowed us to derive both small and large α expansions of L µ (α). We proposed a practical realisation of the recursive formula put forward by Harris. These three methods combined provide a new way to calculate L µ (α) for all required values of the parameters. Finally, recurrence relations (18) and (19) allow to build the final integrals L σ µ (p, α) in a numerically stable fashion. Therefore, we can conclude that the problem of accurate and robust calculation of the L σ µ (p, α) functions has been solved.
Before presenting our results, let us give a brief summary of the methods available in the literature for the computation of the W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions. In the early attempts, these integrals resisted to a direct integration and thus other schemes were proposed. Historically, the first fully analytical method was published in the book of Kotani [6] who established a family of simple recursion relations. Roughly speaking, the major step of the Kotani recursions consists of building the integrals with larger values of µ, starting only with integrals with nonzero p 1 , p 2 , but µ = 0. The values of the integrals W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) grow very fast with the increasing p 1 , p 2 but remain approximately constant (or decrease) when the value of µ is enlarged. Therefore, growing the value of µ at the cost of p 1 and p 2 is inherently connected with cancellation of huge numbers to a relatively small result. This is the reason for a dramatic loss of digits observed when the recursive process of Kotani is carried out up to large values of µ. We can roughly estimate that for the present purposes, Kotani scheme can only be used if the values of α 1 and α 2 are both very large, of the order of 10-15. This is clearly highly unsatisfactory.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Maslen and Trefry [13] derived analytical expressions for the W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions which is undoubtedly a large step forward. However, these Authors failed to recognise some of the numerical instabilities connected with their
showing failure of this expression are presented further in the paper. Therefore, the formulation of Maslen and Trefry alone cannot support large scale calculations, especially when high angular momentum functions are present in the basis set.
An alternative approach is based on a set of new recursive formulae proposed by Fernández Rico et al [14] . In this scheme a set of auxiliary quantities is introduced and the so-called "bisection" algorithm is used to carry out the recursion in two-dimensions, where the diagonal elements correspond to the (scaled)
An important advance in the field is the 2002 work of Harris [15] . Harris recognised the problems connected with the equations of Maslen and Trefry, and proposed new schemes for the computation of the W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions. Small α 2 expansion of these integrals was considered but the working formula is not particularly useful, mainly due to convergence problems and the necessity to calculate the L σ µ (p, α) functions with very large p. Another advance is the derivation of a new downward recursive scheme for the W σ µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions, completely disconnected from the method of Kotani. Unfortunately, the formulation of Harris is still not free of problems. It has strong connections with the method of Fernández Rico et al. [14] and suffers from similar difficulties. Additionally, restarts in the downward recursion need to be carried out often.
Before passing further, let us recall an equation which appears in the recursive method of Kotani:
The above expression is sufficiently numerically stable for all relevant values of the parameters. Therefore, it provides an efficient and reliable method of generation of W In this subsection we shall derive a differential equation obeyed by the W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions. Derivations follow roughly the same idea as the one given in Subsection IV C, but are considerably more complicated. Fortunately, it also leads to an unexpectedly simple result. We introduce the abbreviation
Let us begin with the well-know differential equation for the Legendre functions:
By multiplying by e −α2ξ2 and integrating over the interval [1, ξ 1 ] one arrives at:
The first and the second of the integrals need now to be integrated by parts twice. Noting that P µ (ξ 2 ) is regular at ξ 2 = 1 one finds
By inserting these identities into the initial equation many cancellations occur and finally we obtain
The next step is to multiply both sides of the above equation by Q µ (ξ 1 )ξ p1 1 e −α1ξ1 and integrate by ξ 1 over the interval [1, +∞). Additionally, we make use of the identity
to arrive at
where we have introduced, in analogy to Harris [15] , a new function family T µν (p, α)
The above equation is a differential equation for w µ (p 1 , 0, α 1 , α 2 ) with respect to α 2 . It has probably been unknown thus far. The remaining effort is to obtain the necessary series expansion valid in the small α 2 regime. Unfortunately, the above differential equation is not well suited for further developments because of the complicated form of the inhomogeneous term on the right hand side. The resulting small α 2 expansion is complicated, slowly convergent and expensive to calculate. Additionally, the necessity to compute the T µν (p, α) functions is a disadvantage. Therefore, we must seek a reformulation of some kind which allows a more convenient numerical evaluation. The second part of the derivation starts with the observation that w µ (0, p 1 , α 2 , α 1 ) can be cast in the following equivalent form
Starting again with the differential equation (21), we multiply both sides by e −α2ξ1 and integrate over ξ 1 on the interval [ξ 2 , +∞). The next step of the derivation is exactly the same as previously, the first two integrals are integrated by parts twice. The resulting expressions are inserted back into the initial equation. This procedure was described in detail earlier so here we list only the result:
Noting that exactly the same expression as (52) holds also for the Legendre functions of the second kind, Q µ , we can get rid of the derivative in the first term of the above expression. Next, we multiply both sides by P µ (ξ 2 )ξ p1 2 e −α1ξ2 and integrate over ξ 2 on the interval [1, +∞). By invoking Eq. (55) one can bring the final result into the form
which constitutes the second required ingredient. Now, Eqs. (53) and (57) are added together, and by making use of Eq. (5) one finds
To finally get rid of the T µν functions in the inhomogeneous term let us recall the transfer relation between the Legendre functions:
which gives
By inserting this expression into the differential equation (57) one obtains the most important formula of this work
Noting that W µ (p 1 , 0, α 1 , α 2 ) is a complicated function of many variables, the simplicity of Eq. (61) is somehow surprising. First of all, we already know the solution of the homogeneous equation and it is the same as for the L µ (α) functions. The inhomogeneous term on the right hand side is also a simple function which has a potential of providing reasonably uncomplicated expansions. In the next subsection we deal with the small α 2 expansion of W µ (p 1 , 0, α 1 , α 2 ), starting with the differential equation (61). Similarly as in Section IV C, the solution of the differential equation (61) can be written in the form
but the constants C (1) µp1 (α 1 ) and C (2) µp1 (α 1 ) are now dependent on the value of α 1 i.e. they are no longer discrete quantities. This leads to huge complications during their evaluation which shall be considered further. The function W p1 µ (α 1 , α 2 ) can be assumed to have the following series expansion in the small α 2 regime
(63) Formally, one should set c µp1 k := c µp1 k (α 1 ) since the expansion coefficients are functions of α 1 . However, this dependence is obvious and we decided to suppress it in order to make our equations more compact. The inhomogeneous term in Eq. (61) possesses the small α 2 expansion
To find the recursion relations for the coefficients c one has to insert the formula (63) into Eq. (61) and proceed in exactly the same way as in Subsection IV C. In fact, the only difference between these derivations lies in a small difference between the expansions of the inhomogeneous terms. Therefore, there is no point in repeating this derivation here and we confine ourselves to the presentation of the final results. One first builds c µp1 k coefficients up to, and including, k = µ − 1 by using the formula c µp1 k 2−µ(µ+1) . The first of the coefficients in the logarithmic part of the expansion is found from the relation
and then the other coefficients are calculated recursively as
Finally, c µp1 k coefficients with k ≥ µ + 1 are build from the formula c µp1 k
The choice of c µp1 µ is conventional and we can safely put it equal to zero, as discussed earlier. The remaining problem is the determination of the constants C (1) µp1 (α 1 ) and C (2) µp1 (α 1 ). Using a similar reasoning as utilised previously, the value of C (2) µp1 (α 1 ) can immediately be fixed at zero. However, the derivation of an analytical formula for C (1) µp1 (α 1 ) is much more cumbersome and is presented in Supplemental Material [25] .
The small parameter expansions given here and in Section IV C seem to be completely analogous since the working formulae differ only by the presence of the A k functions. There is, however, a big difference that practically limits the usefulness of the formula (63). The inhomogeneous term in the differential equation (28) has a small α Taylor expansion which is convergent for all relevant values of the parameter. Conversely, the series on the right hand side of Eq. (64) has a finite radius of convergence. Namely, it is convergent if and only if the inequality α 2 < α 1 holds. From the mathematical point of view, when α 1 < α 2 one can make use of the symmetry relation
so that the roles of α 1 and α 2 are exchanged and the resulting series (64) falls within the convergence region. Unfortunately, the practical situation is more complex. It is understandable that when α 2 becomes close to α 1 the series (64) converges progressively slower. As a result, the series in Eq. (63) also suffers from the pathologically slow convergence pattern. This makes the presented method virtually useless unless α 1 and α 2 are reasonably spaced. Our numerical experience shows that the difference |α 1 − α 2 | must be larger than 2 to ensure a sufficiently fast rate of convergence. Despite this shortcoming, the presented method solves a large majority of the problems connected with the small α 2 regime. Let us account for this statement by using the simplest possible example. For typical basis sets and reasonable values of the internuclear distances, only a handful of functions in the basis set can give rise to the values of α which fall in the problematic regime. Therefore, the number of integrals in which both α 1 and α 2 are small constitutes only a few percent, or even less, of the total number of integrals to be evaluated. On the other hand, the number of possible combinations in which α 2 is small but α 1 is large or moderate (or vice versa) is at least an order of magnitude larger. Typically, this situation corresponds to 10-20% of the total number of integrals which is definitely a significant fraction. The latter combination of α 2 and α 1 is perfectly suited for the present algorithm since in most cases the difference |α 1 − α 2 | is sufficiently large. Of course, the larger this difference is, the faster the series in Eq. (63) converge.
A slight inconvenience connected with Eq. (63) is that it includes explicitly only integrals with p 2 = 0. Higher values of p 2 have to be calculated by a consecutive differentiation with respect to α 2 . Series present in Eq. (63) are trivial to differentiate analytically but the resulting series converge slightly slower. However, since the expansion coefficients c are shared between the integrals with different values of p 2 they have to be calculated only once. Therefore, the integrals with higher values of p 2 can be calculated at a small additional cost, once a sufficiently large number of the expansion coefficients has been calculated in advance.
In Table III we present the calculated values of 
for a selected set of α 1 and α 2 . We included two the most challenging cases: when the difference between α 1 and α 2 is small, and when this difference is larger but also the value of α 2 is larger. In both cases one could expect problems with convergence of the expansion or a loss of digits during the calculations. However, it turns out that for a reasonably wide range of µ, p 1 and p 2 , our method provides an accuracy of at least 12-13 digits, and even more on the average. The number of terms needed to converge both summations in Eq. (63) is of order of few tens. This is acceptable, taking into consideration that the coefficients of the expansion are calculated efficiently by a fast and stable recursive process. Calculation of the constant C (1) µ (α 1 ) (see Supplemental Material [25] for the accompanying discussion) consumes a significant fraction of the computational time. However, if a fast routine for the calculation of L µ (p, α) is provided, the overhead is still acceptable. To sum up, the series expansion method is superior to the analytical scheme which basically breaks down once the borderline of µ = 5 − 10 has been crossed. The remaining formula which can straightforwardly be derived from the differential equation (61) is the asymptotic expansion of W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) for large values of α 2 . This method is designed mainly to reduce costs of the calculations since the analytical expression, Eq. (17) , is stable in this regime. However, as the values of α i become large, one can expect integrals with comparable values of β i . As mentioned earlier, in such cases the ellipsoidal expansion converges slower and quite large values of µ are required to achieve a desired accuracy. In this light, any method that significantly reduces the costs of the calculations for large α i is definitely welcomed.
To start the derivation, we first require an expression that defines the asymptotic behaviour of the inhomogeneity in Eq. (61). It has the following form:
where the coefficients C kp1 (α 1 ) are simple polynomials in α 1 :
We did not manage to further simplify the above expression. However, it is clear that the coefficients C kp1 (α 1 ) are independent of µ and p 2 and therefore they need to be calculated only once for a given set of the W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) integrals.
Our Ansatz for the large α 2 asymptotic solution of the differential equation (61) is as follows
where the particular solution W p1,∞ µ is given by the inverse power expansion in α 2 multiplied by the proper exponential term:
In the above expression, a µp1 k are implicitly assumed to be functions of α 1 and the corresponding notation was suppressed for brevity. The necessary recursive relation for a µp1 k is found by inserting the above formula into the differential equation (61) and grouping the same inverse powers of α 2 together. Since the resulting coefficients must vanish identically, one obtains the following recursive relation
The first coefficient a µp1 0 remains arbitrary and must be fixed from the initial conditions. In the spirit of the previous approaches, we would put this coefficient equal to zero, and manoeuvre the values of the constants D µ (α 1 ) in order to meet the initial conditions. However, because of the striking simplicity of the formula (73), it becomes attractive to set both of the constants equal to zero and then use a µp1 0 to meet the initial conditions. The derivation of the analytical formula for a µp1 0 is presented in Supplemental Material [25] .
We have to stress that the presented asymptotic expansion of W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) is valid only when α 2 is large and when α 2 > α 1 . This happens because of the properties of the adopted series expansion of the inhomogeneous term, Eqs. (70) and (71). Additionally, to assert a rapid convergence of the series (73), the values of α 1 and α 2 need to be largely spaced. Simple numerical tests showed that the difference around 20 is a safe minimum, at least for small or moderate values of α 1 . Of course, the larger the difference is, the faster the series (73) converges.
The above requirements may be considered to be a huge limitation of the presented procedure. However, let us note that the exchange integrals with both α 1 and α 2 large tend to be very small. As a result, they would be probably neglected by the Schwarz inequality or a similar screening method. Therefore, a majority of the nonnegligible integrals with very large α 2 has a significantly lower value of α 1 (or vice versa), so that they fall into the regime where the asymptotic method is well-suited.
In Table IV we present results of the calculations with our asymptotic method, compared with the "exact" values calculated from the analytic expression in the extended precision arithmetic. The higher values of p 2 in the integrals are obtained by a consecutive differentiation of the final formula (73) with respect to α 2 . This differentiation is elementary, since the coefficients a µp1 k do not depend on α 2 . It follows from Table IV that the results obtained with the asymptotic expansion are accurate, if only α 1 and α 2 are sufficiently spaced and α 2 is large [the roles of α 1 and α 2 can be interchanged due to the symmetry relation (69)]. The convergence is also rapid in this case and at most few tens of terms suffices to achieve the desired threshold. This results confirm the validity of the proposed asymptotic expansion, Eq. (73). After presenting the working formulae, let us briefly summarise the advances reported in this section. We have derived the differential equation for W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions with respect to the nonlinear parameter α 2 . Upon this differential equation, two important new methods of calculations have been built. The first one is aimed at the small α i regime, where the analytical expression, Eq. (17), is numerically unstable. The second method provides an efficient and reliable method to calculate W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) for the asymptotically large values of α 2 or α 1 . Each of the methods of calculation has its own drawbacks and limitations, which have been stressed earlier. Therefore, we have to investigate how these methods can be combined in order to produce a general algorithm. We also need to carefully check if the available methods cover the whole area of interest. Figure I presents the first quarter of the (α 1 , α 2 ) plane which corresponds to all possible combinations of the physically relevant integrals. We divide this plane into several non-overlapping regions in which different methods of computation can be used in a stable and efficient manner. Generally speaking, we introduce four numerical parameters λ 1 , δ 1 , λ 2 , and δ 2 which control switching between algorithms:
• when the difference |α 1 − α 2 | is larger than δ 1 and either α 1 or α 2 is smaller than λ 1 , the small α expansion presented in Subsection V B is used,
• when both α 1 and α 2 are larger than λ 2 and the difference |α 1 −α 2 | is larger than δ 2 , the asymptotic formulae described in Subsection V C need to be used,
• when both α 1 and α 2 are larger than λ 1 and the requirements of the asymptotic expansion are not met, the analytical expression (17) is used.
The separation described above is depicted graphically on Figure I . This is a direct result of the symmetry relation, Eq. (69). The actual values of the parameters λ 1 , δ 1 , λ 2 , and δ 2 need to be chosen on the basis of the numerical experiments. Our current estimate for "the best" values is λ 1 ≈ 3, λ 2 ≈ 25, δ 1 ≈ 2, and δ 2 ≈ 20. This choice is purely "empirical" and we are rather conservative in this respect. These values might change after gaining more numerical experience and observing the performance of the production code. One can even imagine that these values can slightly be modified from one basis set to another to match their specific requirements. Nonetheless, we believe that the values suggested by us are close to optimal.
From this brief study of the introduced regions one slightly afflictive conclusion can be drawn. There exists a region which is not covered by any of the analytical methods presently available. All methods are either numerically unstable or just invalid in the region where both α 1 and α 2 are smaller than λ 1 and the difference |α 1 −α 2 | is smaller than δ 1 . However, this region is very small compared to the initial vast area of "no-man's land" before our methods were introduced. Numerical tests show that for typical basis sets and reasonable values of the internuclear separation, at most a few percent of the integrals fall in the problematic regime. Practically, it means that this region can be treated using a more computationally expensive, and possibly a purely numerical method without a significant overhead. The next section of the paper is devoted entirely to the development of the "last resort" numerical integration scheme which completes the theory. As mentioned above, to make the presented theory complete, we need a method which is reliable in the region where both α 1 and α 2 are smaller than λ 1 and the difference |α 1 − α 2 | is smaller than δ 1 . Since this region is tiny and a small number of integrals fall within it, a more expensive method can be used there. We propose to overcome this last obstacle by using a numerical integration. We consider it to be a temporary remedy, useful until a new analytical approach appear.
A direct numerical integration of Eq. (6) is rather daunting. Despite the apparent simplicity of the integrand, a two dimensional quadrature rule has to be used. Such an approach has been pursued in the literature [27, 28] but the resulting algorithms are typically very slow. We would like to adopt another line of attack. The inner integral in (17) is worked out analytically by using a general recursive process, and the outer one-dimensional integration is carried out numerically.
Let us first introduce a slightly more general integral class
so that integrals with µ = ν correspond to the desired values and off-diagonal terms serve as auxiliary quantities. It becomes obvious that the values of p 1 and p 2 can easily be increased by means of the recurrence relation
and from an analogous one for the parameter p 2 . Note, that the above recursion is not self-starting, but initial values can be obtained by the procedure similar as used by Harris [15] which is sufficiently numerically stable. When p 1 and p 2 are increased in this way, it remains to calculate the integrals with p 1 =p 2 =0. To proceed further we introduce the following function which is, in substance, the inner integral in Eq. (75) at p 2 = 0:
Note, that the above integrals obey the recursion relation (11) . Herein, we shall use this recursion in a somehow different direction
which can used to build all values with µ ≤ σ starting with integrals with µ = σ and µ = σ − 1. To evaluate these starting values let us recall the following explicit expressions for the Legendre functions:
Upon inserting the first of the above expressions in Eq.
(78) and applying the binomial expansion to the term (x + 1) µ one arrives at
Next, by applying the substitution t = (ξ − 1)/(x − 1), expanding another term containing t + 1 with the help of the binomial theorem, changing the order of summation and writing the result in terms of the a n function, Eq. (12) in Paper I, we find
Note, that an important feature of the above expression is that no loss of digits during computation is possible, all terms included in the double sum are positive and the functions a n can be calculated with a strictly controlled precision by using the Miller algorithm [29] . The second quantity necessary to initiate the recursive process, k µ−1 µ (x, α), is evaluated by using a very similar expression which can be derived starting with Eq. (81). Since the derivation follows exactly the same pattern with only minor differences we do not present it here. Let us conclude that computation ofk σ µ (x, α) from Eq. (83), its counterpart for σ = µ − 1 and recursion relation (79) is free of any digital erosion and virtually guaranteed to give the machine precision in the result.
The final step of the method presented in this subsection is a numerical integration over the variable ξ 1 . Thus, the integral W σ µν (0, 0, α 1 , α 2 ) is approximated as a finite sum
where x k and w k are the nodes and weights of a numerical integration rule. The other nonelementary quantities entering Eq. (84) are the scaled Legendre functions of the second kind, Q σ µ (x)(x 2 − 1) σ/2 . Their evaluation has been discussed many times in the literature and it seems that they are best computed by downward recursion in µ followed by upward recursion in σ, see for instance Refs. [26, 30, 31] . Another troublesome aspect is choice of the numerical quadrature. The integrand, Eq. (84), is resistant to numerical integration and the conventional choice of the Gaussian-type quadratures requires a large number of nodes to match the prescribed accuracy requirements. There are two reasons for such a slow convergence with respect to the size of the quadrature. Firstly, the integrand is sharply peaked around its maximum, especially for large µ/ν, and then vanishes very quickly (exponentially). Previous investigators also encountered this problem and proposed the so-called Möbius transformation [12] which makes the integrand more smooth and well-behaved. This partial solution can be applied here straightforwardly. The second problem are the logarithmic singularities present in Q µ (ξ) around ξ = 1. These singularities are of course integrable, but pose a considerable difficulty for the standard Gaussian quadratures with nonsingular weight functions. However, the so-called extended Gaussian quadratures are available which are designed to integrate functions of polynomiallogarithmic type and their performance is greatly improved compared to the standard schemes. Recently, accurate extended Gaussian quadratures with large number of nodes have been reported along with a general algorithm for computation of weights and abscissae (see Refs. [32] [33] [34] and references therein).
In this paper, which constitutes the second part of the series, we considered the problem of efficient and accurate calculations of the two-centre exchange integrals over Slater-type orbitals. The main advancement presented here is the derivation of the differential equations for two the most important basic quantities, the L µ (p, α) and W 0 µ (p 1 , p 2 , α 1 , α 2 ) functions. The obtained differential equations are subsequently used to arrive at the series expansions for these basic functions. Series expansions for the small values of the parameters α i are used to supplement the available analytic methods in situations where the digital erosion observed in the calculations becomes overwhelming. Asymptotic expansions for large values of α i serve as a cheap alternative for the analytic expressions and are useful for further numerical or mathematical analysis. We have also considered numerical integration as an alternative in a small region where all analytic methods are not sufficiently accurate. All the available methods were combined in order to produce a general algorithm which allows an accurate calculation of the basic integrals within the whole region of practical interest.
Let us also note here that in the future much may be extended from the present work. The differential equation (61), due to its mathematical simplicity and compactness, offers an encouraging starting point for more advanced developments. Progress towards new expressions which remove the necessity to use the numerical integration is definitely welcomed. On the other hand, a completely different direction of the advancement can be pursued. An example could be derivation of the large µ or σ expansions of the L and W functions. Since the large µ/σ expansions of the solutions to the homogeneous differential equation (61) are well-known, and the inhomogeneity does not depend on µ, such efforts might likely succeed.
The advances presented here and in the previous paper allow us to compute all molecular integrals required for the state-of-the-art ab initio calculations on the diatomic molecules with a reasonable speed and sufficient accuracy. This allows us to launch an assault on the problem of bonding between two beryllium atoms. The third, and final, paper of the series is entirely devoted to the case study of the beryllium dimer.
Supplemental Material. The present document serves as a supplemental material for the publication Calculation of twocentre two-electron integrals over Slater-type orbitals revisited. II. Neumann expansion of the exchange integrals. It contains data or derivations which are of some importance but are not necessary for an overall understanding of the manuscript. However, the material presented here will be useful for a reader who wishes to repeat all of our derivations in details. Researchers who wish to repeat some of the calculations independently may also benefit from these additional data. The simplest way to find an analytical expression for C (1) µ is to compare our equations (29) , (30) with the one proposed by Harris, Eqs. (38) and (39) (from Paper II). It is obvious that in the small α limit both expressions must lead to an exactly the same expansion. It is also possible to find C (1) µ by using only the formula (12) from Paper II but the derivation is much more tedious and too long for the purposes of this paper.
Let us begin by differentiating Eqs. (29), (30) µ times with respect to α. Next, by taking the limit α → 0 one obtains:
where the elementary identity i 0 µ (µ, 0) = µ! (2µ+1)!! has been used. H µ denotes the harmonic number (n-th harmonic number is the sum of the reciprocals of the first n natural numbers). In the above expression the convention c µ µ = 0 was used, according to the discussion presented in the main text. One the other hand, one can take the same limit in Eq. (38) from Paper II for L 0 µ (µ, α). Under these circumstances, the first term in Eq. (38) vanishes and one is left with:
In the derivation of the above expression the small α expansion of E 1 is useful:
with
and it does not seem to simplify beyond that. Finally, we obtain the following expression:
Since the formulae (1) and (5) have to be identically the same, we can equate them. By comparing the quantities which are proportional to the logarithmic terms one obtains an equation for d
and for the leftover
By solving the first of the above equations for d 
For practical use, the values of C
µ can simply be tabulated and included in the production program, as discussed in the main text.
B. Analytical expression for D
Starting with Eqs. (40) and (41) from Paper II, we multiply both sides by αe α and take the limit of large α. Taking advantage of the asymptotic formula
one finds that as α → ∞ 
it becomes elementary to derive
By inserting the above expression into Eq. (12) from Paper II and by using the asymptotic formula for A p functions one arrives at 
It is rather simple to show that 
and finally
By comparing the above expression with the initial formula (10) we arrive at the desired expression D Let us begin with expressions (62) and (63) from Paper II. Let us differentiate these formulae µ times with respect to α 2 . Since C 
Let us now consider the limit α 2 → 0 + in Eq. (5) from Paper II with p 2 = µ and σ = 0. The first term on the right hand side is regular at α 2 = 0 but the second term needs to be rewritten in the following way:
w µ (µ, p 1 , α 2 , α 1 ) = 
Note, that now the first term in the above expression contains the logarithmic singularity at α 2 = 0 but the second term is regular. Additionally, we can now make use of Eq. (5) to obtain the small α 2 formula: 
It is now possible to compare the expressions (16) and (19) . Terms proportional to the logarithm give rise to the following equality
and the leftover (−1) µ µ! C 
The first of the above expressions can be solved for b µp1 µ and the result is inserted in the second one. After some rearrangements the final result reads:
The above expression is of little use if there is no simple way to calculate the values of w µ (p 1 , µ, α 1 , 0) and w µ (µ, p 1 , 0, α 1 ). In the following we show that those two integrals can be simply expressed through the L µ functions. The simplest way to obtain the integral w µ (p 1 , µ, α 1 , 0) is to start with Eq. 
Therefore, the explicit expression is
To calculate the second required ingredient -analytical expression forw µ (µ, p 1 , 0, α 1 ) one starts with the explicit expression 
and by substitution of variables t = ξ 2 /ξ 1 in the inner integral one immediately recognises that it can be rewritten as 
Finally, when Eq. (19) 
since both constants D 
for every µ, p 1 and α 1 . Therefore
by the virtue of Eq. (9) and the final formula reads a 
